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Daily Base Metals Report

US stocks started lower today as investors braced for the Federal Reserve's interest rate statement. The Fed has

kept the rates unchanged, but reiterated that inflation, while softening, is still elevated relative to the target. While

policymakers are still on track to cut rates this year, the number of cuts for 2025 has been brought down to three

versus four mentioned in the previous meeting. The dollar index saw a slight increase today, trading just below the

104 mark, while the 10-year US Treasury yield remained stable at 4.28%. MBA Mortgage Applications, a weekly

measure of nationwide home loan requests, fell by 1.6% for the week ending March 15th. The prolonged period of

high interest rates has deterred many potential homebuyers. However, as rates start to decline, this trend is likely

to reverse in the second half of the year. In Europe, the consumer confidence indicator showed a modest

improvement in March, increasing by 0.6 percentage points to -14.9, up from February's -15.5. Despite some

positive changes, consumer confidence remains significantly below the long-term average, impacted by high

borrowing costs that weigh on demand and production.

Base metals were little changed today in anticipation of the Fed's meeting. Even a slight dollar upside failed to

reverse some of the gains seen across prices. In particular, copper edged lower but struggled to break below the

robust trend support at $8,835/t, prompting prices to close at $8,928/t. Aluminium held its nerve above $2,250/t

at $2,273/t. Lead sold off, erasing most of March gains, falling back to $2,064/t. Zinc, on the other hand, held

comfortably above the $2,500/t level.

Precious metal prices stayed relatively stable, with gold at $2,157/oz and silver at $24.9/oz. Oil prices saw a

slowdown in momentum today, with WTI dropping to $81.55/bl and Brent crude climbing to $85.8/bl.
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Risk warning
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